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Abstract. We present deep Bayesian video frame interpolation, a novel
approach for upsampling a low frame-rate video temporally to its higher
frame-rate counterpart. Our approach learns posterior distributions of
optical flows and frames to be interpolated, which is optimized via learned
gradient descent for fast convergence. Each learned step is a lightweight
network manipulating gradients of the log-likelihood of estimated frames
and flows. Such gradients, parameterized either explicitly or implicitly,
model the fidelity of current estimations when matching real image and
flow distributions to explain the input observations. With this approach
we show new records on 8 of 10 benchmarks, using an architecture with
half the parameters of the state-of-the-art model. Code and models are
publicly available at https://github.com/Oceanlib/DBVI.
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Introduction

To meet the requirement of power consumption and image quality, modern video
sensors often work with limited frame aquisition rate. Video Frame Interpolation
(VFI) [3,7,15,16,20,25,41] is an important computational approach that synthesizes the missing intermediate frames between consecutive frames of a low framerate video. When capable of performing interpolation at any continuous time
step, VFI is able to temporally upsample a video to any desired resolution, creating smooth slow-motion effect at various degrees of natural movements [4,15].
Solving continuous-time VFI requires representing pixel movements continuously. It was commonly achieved by fitting parametric pixel trajectory models to
the optical flows extracted from sparse observed frames [6,15,41]. Intermediate
pixel flows are resampled at sub-frame time steps, providing warping fields to
†
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Fig. 1. Motivation of the proposed approach. Given input consecutive frames (a), most
conventional approaches predict parameters for novel frame rendering in one pass (b)
while ours generates learned updates in multiple iterations (c) to simplify prior modeling. This yields improved interpolation results in challenging scenarios compared with
recent models like SloMo [15], QVI [41], XVFI [32], and FLAVR [16].

reorganize the pixels from known input frames to synthesize the intermediate
view, possibly with external geometric guidance (e.g. depth [3]). However, as
inputs of VFI are sparse scene captures with low temporal frequency, inferring
the underlying full frequency motion is highly ill-posed. Several works tackle
the ill-poseness by learning a function mapping the low frame-rate input to its
high frame-rate counterpart, fitted from raw data (e.g. [7,11,16]). Yet without
continuous representation, they lose the flexibility for continuous-time frame interpolation.
If viewed from optimization perspective, continuous-time VFI methods predict the parameters (e.g. intermediate scene geometries like flows and occlusion)
of an inference model (e.g. image renderer with scene geometries as rendering parameters) to best explain the measurements (e.g. input frames). Since there are
far more predictive parameters than measurements, effective priors are required.
In most contemporary works [3,15,27,41], parameters are predicted from sparse
measurements in one pass, having few chance to feedback and improve rendering
errors (as in Fig. 1 (b)). Consequently, burden is left to the network to encode
strong priors into the parameters (e.g. joint space of parameters of natural scene
geometry), which is prohibitively difficult even for large architecture.
In this work we propose deep Bayesian video frame interpolation, a continuoustime VFI framework with iterative learned task priors. Our framework learns
posterior distributions of the intermediate optical flows and frames to be interpolated, optimized via learned gradient descent [1,2] for fast convergence within
a few iterations. Each iteration evaluates the gradients of the log-likelihood modelling fidelity of current estimations of image and flows. Such first-order gradients are altered by a network encoding learned prior of higher-order information,
such that after updated with altered gradients, intermediate estimations fall effectively onto the manifold of natural images and flows. We show log-likelihood
gradients w.r.t. interpolated images can be explicitly defined with intuitive in-
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terpretations. The gradients w.r.t. interpolated optical flows are derived from an
implicit posterior flow distribution jointly trained with other components to account for the complex real-world flow distribution. When unfolded, the learned
gradient steps form an architecture that can be trained end-to-end.
Our approach amortizes learning the whole task priors in one pass into multiple iterations, while each iteration reduces to learning a simpler prior on how
to manipulate gradients towards smaller rendering errors in a principled optimization framework. Evaluated with extensive experiments, this method sets
new records on 8 of 10 public benchmarks, outperforms state-of-the-art VFI
model [16] with half parameter size.
Our work aims to introduce 3 folds of contributions: 1) a principled contiuousVFI framework, which produces high-quality interpolation results with less parameters; 2) a deep parameterization of gradients of arbitary posterior distributions that can be end-to-end optimized as a network component; 3) a unified
and fair benchmarking of VFI models on standard datasets.

2

Related works

Video frame interpolation has became an active research topic in computer vision since more than one decade earlier [22,39,43]. Though, the performance of
VFI methods are effectively boosted in recent year [15], with emergence of deep
learning architectures and high-quality training data. Since then, various methods were proposed. Among them, a large body of works treat VFI as a novel
view rendering problem by warping the observed video frames.
Flow-based rendering predicts pixel flows of intermediate time steps by analyzing the optical flows extracted from input video. As input frames are sparse,
explicit flow priors are placed to yield continuous sampling of flows at arbitary
time. Early work [15] imposes linear flow prior, which was further extended to
quadratic [41] or even cubic [6] trajectory models to accurately represent local movements of pixels. A challenge here is that to get rid of occlusion and
confliction in flow-based warping, flows starting from the intermediate frame to
input frames need to be known, while the resampled flows are in reverse order.
Heuristic flow reversing was thus proposed, by interpolating at occluded pixels
with various local kernels [4,15,32,41] possibly guided by scene geometry like
depth [3]. Instead of reversing flows, [24] addresses occlusion-ware warping with
forward splatting, using color constancy as guidance. As an important component, learnable flow refinement modules were applied to improve the heuristically
interpolated flows. To name a few, they include bilateral cost volumes [26,27],
spatial pyramidal flow upsampling [32], temporal pyramidal refinement [6] and
learnable median filtering [41].
Kernel-based rendering learns linear kernels to aggregate input pixels within a
local spatiotemporal window to produce interpolation results. Such kernels were
implemented as separable convolutions [25], deformable convolutions [5,20,30,31]
and trilinear sampling kernels [21]. However, most such methods cannot address
VFI at arbitary time steps as learned kernels are time-specific.
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Instead of explicit frame rendering, several works learn direct mapping from
low frame-rate video to its higher frame-rate counterpart from data. It makes
VFI benefit from the strong pattern fitting ability of deep networks, implemented
with channel attention [7] or 3D convolution [16]. Again, they do not address
arbitary-time VFI for the descrete representations of neural network, and have
risk of over-fitting to the low-level statistics of a dataset.
Our method starts from a different perspective, treating directly the inverse
problem nature of VFI and solving it with gradient-based Bayesian optimization [1,2]. Though actively studied for low-level tasks like denoising [19,36], demosaicking [18] and 3D view synthesis [9], it is by the first time explored for VFI
to the best of our knowledge. The method can be viewed as combining existing
directions but in different way — it learns frame interpolation by fitting the
data, while at the same time evaluates current rendering errors on the observed
frames and flows and feedback such errors to boost next iteration. This makes it
robust to overfitting, as each of its step is to fix local estimation errors instead
of encoding all the appearance and motion dynamics in a single pass.

3
3.1

The Proposed Method
Background and Notations
H×W ×3

Given consecutive frames I−1 , I0 , I1 , I2 , where Ii ∈ [0, 1]
, ∀i ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2},
we aim at interpolating intermediate frame It at any arbitrary time t ∈ (0, 1).
Following prior works [15,32,41], we start by extracting optical flows from input
frames, then fit a continuous motion model that can be resampled at time t to
get flows F0→t , F1→t ∈ RH×W ×2 . To render the target frame It , such forward
flows were heuristically reversed and then refined in previous works, yielding
backward-stage flows Ft→0 , Ft→1 so as to make rendering possible via warping:
  \mathbf {I_t^{*}}=(1-t)\odot \mathbf {M} \odot \phi _{\mathcal {B}}(\mathbf {I}_{0},\mathbf {F}_{t \rightarrow 0}) + t\odot (1-\mathbf {M})\odot \phi _{\mathcal {B}}(\mathbf {I}_{1},\mathbf {F}_{t \rightarrow 1}), \label {eq:prev_work} 

(1)

where M is the blending mask, ⊙ is the Hadamard product, and ϕB stands for the
backward warping function [14]. However, reversing forward flows and inferring
occlusions at unknown time step are both challenging, while the rendering-driven
scheme (1) poses strong assumption on the quality of them.
Differing from previous works, we solve VFI with a deep Bayesian approach,
optimizing for results that can best explain the occurrence of input data regularized with priors. Specfically we learn directly the posterior distributions of It ,
conditioned on the observed frames and flows:
  \mathbf {I_t^{*}} =\arg \max _{\mathbf {I}_t}P(\mathbf {I}_t|\mathbf {I}_0, \mathbf {I}_1, \mathbf {F}_{0 \rightarrow t}, \mathbf {F}_{1 \rightarrow t}). \label {eq:our_form} 

3.2

Deep Bayesian Video Frame Interpolation

To derive a tractable solution of (2), we make the following simplification

(2)
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  P(\mathbf {I}_t|\mathbf {I}_0, \mathbf {I}_1, \mathbf {F}_{0 \rightarrow t}, \mathbf {F}_{1 \rightarrow t}) = \prod _{i \in \{0,1 \}} P (\mathbf {I}_t | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}), \label {eq:our_form2} 
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(3)

where It is assumed that can be independently explained by image and flows at
either frame 0 or 1. Since the forward flows F0→t and F1→t are estimated from
low frame-rate video frames, errors inevitably exist. To account for it, we also
incorporate the refined task-specific forward flows as latent variables:
  \begin {split} P (\mathbf {I}_t | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}) & = \int _{\Delta \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}} P(\mathbf {I}_t | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}) P(\Delta \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t} | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}) d \Delta \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t} \\ & \approx P(\mathbf {I}_t | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}) P(\Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t} | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}), \end {split} \label {eq:mode} 
(4)

where refined flows are modelled by the residual flows ∆Fi→t . The approximation
step replaces the integral, which enumerates all possible ∆Fi→t s to be calculated,
with the mode of the conditional ∆F̂i→t = arg max∆Fi→t P (∆Fi→t |Ii , Fi→t ), for
tractability. Integrating (4) into (3) and taking the negative logarithm, we arrive
at the following minimization problem
  \min _{\mathbf {I}_t, \{ \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t} \}} -\sum _{i \in \{0, 1\}} \left ( \log P(\mathbf {I}_t | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}) + \log P(\Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t} | \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}) \right ). \label {eq:opt}  (5)
The non-linear problem (5) can be optimized via iterative gradient descent:
  \mathbf {I}^{(k+1)}_t = \mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t - \lambda _\mathbf {I} \frac {\partial L}{\partial \mathbf {I}_t}, \quad \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k+1)}_{i \rightarrow t} = \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t} - \lambda _{\mathbf {F}} \frac {\partial L}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}}, 

(6)

where L(It , {∆F̂i→t }; {Ii }, {Fi→t }) is the objective of (5) ({·} represents the
∂L
collection of variables of different is for short), λI and λF are step sizes. For ∂I
,
t
  \begin {split} \frac {\partial L}{\partial \mathbf {I}_t} & = -\sum _{i \in \{0, 1\}} \frac {\partial \log P(\mathbf {I}_t|\mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t})}{\partial \mathbf {I}_t} \\ & = - \sum _{i \in \{0, 1\}} \left ( \frac {\partial \log P(\mathbf {I}_i | \mathbf {I}_t, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t})} {\partial \mathbf {I}_t} + \frac {\partial \log P(\mathbf {I}_t|\mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t})}{\partial \mathbf {I}_t} \right ), \end {split} 

(7)
where the first term represents gradients of the log-likelihood that input frame Ii
occurs given the estimations It and ∆F̂i→t , while the second term are gradients of
the conditional prior of the interpolated frames. Iteratively evaluating gradients
and performing updates can take large numbers of steps to converge. We leverage
recent advances on learned gradient descent [1], performing updates with learned
gradients conditioned on the classical ones:
  \mathbf {I}^{(k+1)}_t = \mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t + \mathcal {G}_\mathbf {I} \left (\left \{ \frac {\partial \log P(\mathbf {I}_i | \mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}) }{\partial \mathbf {I}_t} \right \}, \mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t, \{\mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}\}, \{ \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}\} \right ). \label {eq:image_update} 
(8)
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Note that conditional priors are implicitly folded into the learned gradient network GI . Conditioning on the likelihood gradients encodes the local loss landscape into iterative minimization, where gradient directions and magnitudes signify the gap of current estimation to explain the given observations.
in (5) are comprised exactly of the conditional
The partial gradients ∂∆∂L
F̂i→t
likelihood and prior terms. Therefore, its learned update rule can be defined:
  \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k+1)}_{i \rightarrow t} = \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t} + \mathcal {G}_\mathbf {F} \left ( \frac { \partial \log P(\mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t |\mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t})} {\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}}, \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}, \mathbf {I}_i, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t} \right ). \label {eq:flow_update}  (9)
With learned gradients, we unroll a small number of K update steps. The
overall optimization procedure can be unfolded as a specific architecture, trained
on a dataset with paired low frame-rate and high frame-rate video frames.
3.3

Formulating the gradients

Each iteration of (8) and (9) requires evaluating specific log-likelihood gradients.
We show that gradients corresponding to the incremental image (8) has explicit
and interpretable representations under simple distributions, resembling warped
reconstruction errors with current flow estimations. For the flow log-likelihood
gradients (9), we propose an implicit representation via deep parameterization
to make them tractable and computationally efficient.
Explicit image log-likelihood gradients. Image likelihood in (8) models
(k)
the occurrence of input video frame Ii , given intermediate estimations It and
(k)
∆F̂i→t . We define this conditional likelihood as a pixel-independent Gaussian
(k)
distribution, centered at the warped version of It :
  \label {equ.img-llg} \mathbf {I}_i \sim \mathcal {N} \left ( \phi _\mathcal {B}(\mathbf {I}^{(k)}_t, \mathbf {F}_{i \rightarrow t} + \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}), \sigma _\mathbf {I}^2 \right ), 

(10)

where ϕB is the bilinear warping function, and σI is set to a constant. If we
(k)
write Ŵi→t as the matrix absorbing bilinear warping weights from flows Fi→t +
(k)
(k) (k)
∆F̂i→t , then the warping can be represented by matrix multiplication Ŵi→t It .
(k)
(k) (k)
Gradients of this Gaussian likelihood are then (Ŵi→t )T (Ŵi→t It − Ii ). It can
(k)
be intuitively interpreted as evaluating the errors of explaining Ii when It is
warped to time i, while gathering such errors at time t by reverse splatting.
Implicit flow log-likelihood gradients. The flow-side likelihood from (9)
(k)
(k)
aims to explain the occurrence of It given Ii and estimated flows F̂i→t . Unlike
image likelihood, defining it with simple distribution by image warping is tricky,
(k)
as forward flows F̂i→t do not convey sufficient scene geometry (e.g. occlusion
relaionship) for warping. Instead of heuristic flow reversal [3,15,32,41], we model
such distribution implicitly with learnable parameterization. By the Bayesian
formula relating likelihood, posterior and prior, the likelihood gradients can be
implicitly represented with the gradients derived from posterior and prior:
  \frac {\partial \log P (\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)} |\cdot , \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t})}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} =\frac {\partial \log P(\Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}|\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)},\cdot )}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} - \frac {\partial \log P(\Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t} | \cdot )}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}}, \label {eq:post_grad} 

(11)
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where we omit Ii and Fi→t in the conditions to ease presentation. As prior is
folded into gradient network, we propose to evaluate the log-posterior gradients
(the first term of the righthand of (11)) instead. This resembles flow estimation
(k)
from a frame pair It and Ii , where in the existing literature, the flow posterior
distribution is mostly a Laplacian of fixed variance (with ℓ1 loss as negative logdensity) [8,35,37]. However, to ensure such simple distribution works, it requires
presence of ground-truth optical flows, which are absent in our task.
To learn flow posterior gradients without explicitly specifying its underlying
(k)
(k)
distribution P (∆F̂i→t |It , ·), we propose a deep reparameterization approach by
leveraging normalizing-flow-based invertible layers [17]. We assume an invertible,
injective and twice-differentiable function f : Rm 7→ Rm transforms the flow
(k)
(k)
(k)
maps ∆F̂i→t to a multi-dimensional latent representation Xi→t = f (∆F̂i→t ).
By the change of variables and chain rule of gradients,
  \frac {\partial \log P(\Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}) | \mathbf {I}_t^{(k)},\cdot )}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} = \frac { \partial \log \left | \det \left ( \frac {\partial \mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} \right ) \right |}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} + \frac {\partial \mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}}{\partial \Delta \hat {\mathbf {F}}_{i \rightarrow t}} \frac {\partial \log P( \mathbf {X}^{(k)}_{i \rightarrow t}|\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)}, \cdot )}{\partial \mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}}. \label {eq:chage_of_var} 
(12)
As Xi→t resides in deep
latent
space,
we
assume
it
follows
multi-variate
Gaus

(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
sian P (Xi→t |It , ·) = N µ(It , ·), Σ(It , ·)) , whose mean and covariance are
predictive as intermediate network outputs. Gradients of Gaussian log-likelihood
w.r.t. Xi→t can be efficiently evaluated:
  \frac {\partial \log P(\mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}^{(k)}|\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)}, \cdot )}{\partial \mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}} = \mathbf {\Sigma }^{-1} (\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)}, \cdot ) \left ( \mathbf {X}_{i \rightarrow t}^{(k)} - \mathbf {\mu }(\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)}, \cdot ) \right ). \label {eq:grad_pred_dist} 

(13)

To ensure PSD of covariance matrix and avoid inversion, we let Σ = SST and
parameterize S−1 instead of Σ. Other gradient terms of (12) can be computed
by once and twice differentiating though the layers of the function f 5 .
The modeling (12) can be thought of transforming the flow predictions ∆F̂i→t
into a deep embedded space such that the fidelity of flows are measureable with
learned metric defined by a simple distribution. The first and second gradient
terms of (12) serve as volume-preserving scaling and biases of the deep gradients, ensuring real gradients w.r.t. ∆F̂i→t are computed no matter what the
transformation is. The transformation is not explicitly defined, but implicitly
optimized towards explaining the training data. By stacking many invertible
layers to form f , we theoretically can model the gradients of arbitarily complex
posterior distributions of optical flows to match the real distribution.
One thing to take care of in practice is that the forward flows ∆F̂i→t have only
two channel dimensions, which is too restricted to learn expressive deep latent
representations (since invertible layers preserve dimensionality). We therefore lift
∆F̂i→t to an augmented M -dimensional space by adding more channels, while
only the first two channels are used for flow modeling. Such additional channels
are initialized with zeros at beginning, while learned during iterations.
5

Please refer to the supplementary material for more discussions on implementation.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our approach, best viewed in color. Please see text for details.

3.4

Implementation

Architecture. The per-iteration networks GI and GF have many shared inputs
(k)
(k)
(e.g. {Fi→t }, {∆F̂i→t } and {It }). As shown in Fig.2, we therefore use a single
network to reduce redundant calculation and explore the complementary cues.
At each iteration, this shared network generates learned updates of image and
flows, which are element-wise added to previous estimations to get current results
(k)
(k)
It and {∆F̂i→t }. In addition to image and flow updates, the shared network
also outputs additional intermediate features H(k) , which summarizes historical
information and are passed across iterations, as suggested in [2,9].
(k)
(k)
In each iteration, It , {Ii }, {∆F̂i→t }, and {Fi→t } are processed by the Image Gradient Module to get the gradients ∂It , as described in Sect. 3.3. For
flow gradients, first note that flows are lifted to high-dimensional space (∆F̂i→t
is set 16-dimensional in our implementation). The Flow Gradient Module then
predicts the mean and inverse of co-variance (or precision) of 16-dimensional
Gaussian from the last hidden features H(k) . For efficiency we assume the precision matrix is diagonal, using exponential layer on the top to ensure positiveness
(k)
of precision. Remember that {∆F̂i→t } go through invertible transformation for
gradient evaluation. In practice, we model it with a single invertible convolution
layer [17]. Though stacking more layers is advantageous for performance in principle, we find it already effective in experiments (Sect. 4) while highly efficient.
As shown in Fig. 2 (b), differentiation through this transformation is simply a
matrix operation with the transpose of the convolution weights.
After calculated, image and flow gradients are concatenated with other conditional inputs and fed into the shared CNN, whose configuration is shown in
Fig. 3. After an input-transform convolution, two Residual-in-Residual UNet
Blocks (RRUB) are adopted. RRUB is a simplified version of the RRDB block [38],
where its dense block [13] is replaced with a light-weight UNet [29]. The UNet
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Fig. 3. Architecture of shared network. Convolutional layers are labeled with the number of blocks, number of filters followed by the kernel size and stride. Best viewed in
color. Please see text for details.

has 3 scales, with skip connections as feature addition between encoder and decoder. Group normalization [40] is used with group size 4, accompanied with
GELU activation [12], for all the convolutional layers in the shared network.
(0)
Initialization. At the beginning, It , H(0) and the lifted ∆F̂i→t are initialized
with zeros. The forward flows {Fi→t } are estimated based on the quadratic
motion model proposed in [41], where optical flows are computed by RAFT [37].
Loss function. We use ℓ1 loss only to jointly train all the iterations:
  \mathcal {L}=\sum _{k=1}^{K}\alpha _k\left \| \mathbf {I}_t^{gt}-\mathbf {I}_t^{(k)} \right \|_1, 

(14)

where αk is the weight for kth iteration. Weights are set empirically, increasing
monotonously with the iterations (please see Sect. 4.1 for detailed parameters).

4

Experiments

4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate extensively on 10 benchmarks: GoPro[23], Adobe240[34],
X4K1000FPS[32], Vimeo-90K[42], UCF101[33], DAVIS[28] and the easy, medium,
hard and extreme subsets from SNU-FILM[7]. Among them, GoPro, X4K1000FPS
and Adobe240 are used to evaluate 8× interpolation, while others are 2×.
Unified evaluation protocols with guaranteed reproducibility6 . For 8×
interpolation, we follow the same settings in [16] and use the official train/test
split of GoPro to perform evaluations on this dataset. For X4K1000FPS, we use
both the model pretrained on GoPro and retrain it on X4K1000FPS to fairly
6

In the supplementary material we provide a more detailed description.
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Table 1. Quantitative results on 8× interpolation in terms of PSNR/SSIM on GoPro,
X4K1000FPS and Adobe240 datasets. Best results highlighted in red.
GoPro
SloMo [15]
QVI [41]
DAIN [3]
EDSC [5]
FLAVR [16]
XVFI [32]
Ours

29.71/0.924
30.52/0.941
29.53/0.920
29.20/0.916
31.10/0.942
29.80/0.925
31.73/0.947

X4K1000FPS Adobe240 Param(M) TFLOPS
25.07/0.795
28.06/0.855
27.28/0.835
25.30/0.811
24.50/0.791
28.42/0.881
31.10/0.928

29.63/0.927
31.41/0.955
30.53/0.939
29.87/0.931
30.92/0.938
29.74/0.930
33.28/0.965

39.61
29.23
24.03
8.95
42.06
5.61
15.18

0.624
1.075
5.785
0.260
3.793
0.676
1.284

Table 2. Quantitative results following benchmarking protocol of the X4K1000FPS
dataset [32] for 8× interpolation. Best results highlighted in red.
AdaCoF [20] FeFlow [10] DAIN [3] SloMo [15] FLAVR [16] XVFI [32] QVI [41] Ours
PSNR
SSIM

25.81
0.772

25.16
0.783

27.52
0.821

27.77
0.849

27.92
0.853

30.12
0.870

29.96
0.892

32.89
0.939

compare with existing methods evaluated with these two different protocols. For
Adobe, there is no standard test dataset. We thus follow [32] and randomly
extract non-overlapping clips containing complex motions. Note our sampled
test set is 3× larger than that of [32]. Downsampling as in [41] is not applied.
For 2× interpolation, our model is trained on the train split of Vimeo-90K.
As various methods including ours require 4 consecutive frames as input, we use
the septuplet subset for evaluation. The pre-trained model is tested on the test
dataset of Vimeo-90K, UCF101 and DAVIS, which is the same setting of [16]. We
follow [5,7,27] to report the results on the 4 subsets from SUN-FILM. The Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)
are used for quantitative evaluation, averaged across all the interpolated frames.
Note that evaluation protocols of previous VFI models for multiple interpolation are not totally unified. For example, some were trained with private
training data [6,15,41], or tested on different subsets selected from a particular
dataset [16,32]. As a contribution of this work, we present here a more unified benchmarking. Specifically, we retrained SloMo [15], QVI [41], DAIN [3],
CAIN [7], FLAVR [16] and XVFI [32], which have open-source code, on different datasets with reproducibility guarantee. We reuse the results of several works
(e.g. AdaCoF [20] and FeFlow [10]) in case that their evaluation protocols tightly
follow the standard (and ours). However, for methods without training code or
image results released, we either use their pretrained model (e.g. EDSC [38] and
ABME [27]) or the reported results from related paper with the same evaluation
protocol with ours (e.g. Softsplat [24] results are copied from [31]).
Training Details. For 8× MFI, we use K = 4 iterations, while the periteration weight αk is {0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.0}. We train the network for 200 epochs with
Adam optimizer and batch size 16. The learning rate is initialized as 5 × 10−4
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EDSC
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Proposed

Fig. 4. Visual comparisons on X4K1000FPS (top 3 rows) and GoPro (bottom 2 rows)
datasets, where each row shows an example. We overlay the nearest 2 input frames to
illustrate the input motion. More results can be found in the supplementary material.

and decreased by a factor of 0.4 at the 80th, 120th and 160th epochs. Data
augmentations like random cropping, flipping, and color jittering are adopted.
For 2× VFI, we use K = 6 iterations with all corresponding αk set to 1.0. The
batch size is 32, and learning rate is decreased at the 110th and 135th epochs,
respectively.
4.2

Comparisons with State-of-the-Art models

8× interpolation. We report quantitative results on 8× VFI on GoPro, Adobe240
and X4K1000FPS in Table 1, as well as TFLOPS and the model size in terms
of number of parameters of different methods. Following [16], all the models for
evaluation are trained on the GoPro dataset except EDSC, for which we use the
officially pretrained model due to lacking the training code. The proposed approach achieves the best results across all the datasets, achieving at least 0.63dB
improvement with comparable FLOPS and greatly reduced size of model (15M
parameters compared with 42M of FLAVR and 29M of QVI). For those with
less parameters than ours, we achieve nearly 2dB improvements at least.
8× interpolation trained on X4K1000FPS. We also make fair comparisons
on the recently proposed X4K1000FPS dataset [32], by retraining our model on
it and comparing with the benchmarking results from [32], which is summarized
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Table 3. Quantitative results on 2× interpolation in terms of PSNR/SSIM with model
size reported in number of parameters. Best results highlighted in red.

SloMo [15]
QVI [41]
CAIN [7]
ABME [27]
EDSC [5]
XVFI [32]
DAIN [3]
BMBC [26]
Softsplat [24]
VFIT-B [31]
FLAVR [16]
Ours

Vimeo-90K
(septulets)

UCF101

DAVIS

34.43/0.969
34.98/0.970
34.69/0.969
35.67/0.972
34.52/0.967
35.21/0.970
33.57/0.964
34.76/0.965
35.76/0.972
36.96/0.978
36.30/0.975
36.17/0.976

32.45/0.967
32.87/0.966
32.40/0.966
32.81/0.969
32.67/0.968
32.68/0.968
31.65/0.963
32.61/0.955
32.89/0.970
33.44/0.971
33.33/0.971
33.01/0.970

26.10/0.862
27.20/0.874
27.12/0.872
27.00/0.868
26.28/0.849
26.89/0.868
26.61/0.867
26.42/0.868
27.42/0.878
28.09/0.888
27.44/0.873
28.61/0.905

Easy
36.12/0.984
39.53/0.990
39.33/0.989
39.59/0.990
40.01/0.990
39.21/0.989
38.53/0.988
39.90/0.991
40.44/0.991
40.46/0.991

SNU-FILM
Medium
Hard
33.44/0.972
36.43/0.983
35.34/0.977
35.77/0.977
35.37/0.978
34.96/0.977
34.34/0.974
35.34/0.978
36.37/0.981
36.95/0.985

29.17/0.928
31.07/0.947
30.15/0.933
30.58/0.936
29.59/0.926
29.43/0.928
29.50/0.930
29.34/0.927
30.87/0.942
31.68/0.953

Extreme
24.14/0.843
24.96/0.856
24.88/0.855
25.42/0.864
24.39/0.843
24.02/0.841
24.54/0.851
23.65/0.837
25.18/0.862
25.90/0.876

Param(M)
39.61
29.23
42.78
18.1
8.95
5.61
24.03
11.01
12.46
28.09
42.06
21.69

in Table 2. This dataset is more challenging due to the large motion universally
appeared. Our approach achieves 2.7dB improvement than previous leading result. Fig. 4 shows visual comparisons of different methods. Our approach shows
advantage in challenging cases such as occlusion and high frequency textures,
where many existing methods would fail. Due to space limit, please refer to our
supplementary material for more results.
Single-frame (2×) interpolation. Though our method is for continuous-time
VFI, we evaluate it on additional 7 datasets from the single frame interpolation literature for completeness. Results are shown in Table 3. Following the
convention [16], the models are trained on the septuplet subset of Vimeo-90K.
For EDSC and BMBC the official pretrained models are used due to lacking
the training code. Results of Softsplat and VFIT-B are taken from the literature [31] due to absence of both source code and models. Though not designed
for single-frame interpolation, the proposed method achieves best results on 5 of
7 datasets. Our method performs worse than FLAVR and VFIT-B, which adopt
larger architectures than ours, on Vimeo-90K and UCF101. These two datasets
have relatively slow motion, so that advantage of our method is less significant.
While, we show much better results than them on DAVIS.
4.3

Performance Analysis

In the following, we conduct several experiments to analyze the performance of
the proposed approach under several conditions. All the experiments are conducted on the GoPro dataset.
Ablation analysis. The aim of this experiment is to show impact of each proposed module. Here, excluding the Image/Flow Gradient module means that
image/flow gradient calculation is removed when forming the input of each iteration. By comparing the 3rd, 5th and 7th rows, we conclude that dropping either
module would cause loss of performance. We also evaluate the case that flow updates are not learned at each iteration. By comparing 4th and 5th rows, we show
there will be 0.3dB PSNR loss. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed deep reparameterization of flow gradients. To this end, we place 2-variate
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Table 4. Ablation analysis on the GoPro dataset.
Component
Image Gradient Flow Gradient Flow Update Deep reparam.
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

PSNR

31.64

PSNR SSIM
30.56
30.72
30.78
31.28
31.52
31.53
31.73

0.935
0.937
0.937
0.942
0.944
0.944
0.947

31.73

SSIM

TFLOPS

31.07

1.284

Interpolation result

1.195

30.52
1.105

0.946

0.947
Image residual

0.939

1.016

0.931
1

2

3

4 step

Warping error

Fig. 5. Analyzing the performance of each iteration on the GoPro dataset. Left: quantitative performance in terms of PSNR, SSIM and TFLOPS as a function of iteration
step. Right: the per-step interpolation result (top), learned image residual (middle) as
well as the rendering error on one input image by warping the result (visualized as
heatmap).

Gaussian on the 2-dimensional optical flows directly, instead of the transformed
16-dimensional deep features. The model capacity is preserved by adding extra convolutional layers when processing optical flows for fairer comparison. By
comparing 6th and 7th rows, this variant results into 31.53dB PSNR with a loss
of 0.2dB, demonstrating the effectiveness of deep gradient reparameterization.
Analyzing per-iteration performance. We evaluated the performance of
per-iteration interpolation result in the left of Fig. 5. As expected, the result
get consistently improved with more iterations. Two iterations of our model
already surpasses all methods in Table 1 except FLAVR with comparable FLOPS
and more iterations up to 4 can further outperform FLAVR and achieve the
leading result. In the right of Fig. 5, we visualize the results on one example.
As can be seen, the interpolation result gets consistently sharper, while the
rendering error gets smaller, with iteration goes. The learned per-iteration image
residuals identify pixels with high rendering errors in the previous step. It might
be correlated with different pixels at different iterations, as a result of the quality
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31.73

0.947
31.57

0.941

31.29
30.69

PSNR

29.64

30.11

29.27

0.938
0.934

0.937

30.24

30.02

30.55

0.941

30.6

30.37

0.942
0.939

0

0.2

0.917

QVI-PWC

28.97

0.914

QVI-RAFT

QVI-RAFT

28.39

Proposed

0.928
0.923

0.923

29.56
QVI-PWC

0.933
0.929

0.93

SSIM

30.90

30.96

0.945

Proposed

0.906

27.83
0.4

0.6

Linearity

0.8

1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Linearity

Fig. 6. Analyzing the robustness w.r.t. the quality of initial optical flows on different
methods. PSNR and SSIM results are shown in the left and right, respectively.

of previously estimated image and flow results. However, at the last iteration,
the error often converges and the residual becomes subtle.
Analyzing robustness to motion estimation. Many existing approaches
and our method assume the input of high-quality optical flows. In this experiment, we aim to see what happens if the initially estimated pixel motion are of
worse quality. For comparision we choose QVI as baseline, which proposed the
quadratic model for intermediate flow estimation, as also followed by our work.
Since QVI computes optical flows with PWCNet [35] while we use RAFT [37],
for fairness we have also trained a variant, QVI-RAFT, which improves QVI
with RAFT optical flows. For this evaluation, we replace the quadratic model
with the simpler linear one as proposed in [44]. The interpolated forward flows
from quadratic and linear models are alpha blended with different weights in
[0, 1]. In this way, we artifically deteriorate the quality of initial flow estimations
by setting a higher weight for the linear motion model. Fig. 6 shows the performance as a function of the linearity, measured as blending weight of forward
flows generated by linear motion model. As expected, when motion estimation
results get worse, so will be the final performance. However, our approach still
achieves consistently the best results with initial motion of various quality.

5

Conclusion

In this work we present deep Bayesian video frame interpolation, a lightweight
approach showing new records on 8 of 10 VFI benchmarks. Our approach by the
first time formulates VFI with a posterior maximization framework optimized
by learned gradient descent, whose gradient terms are principally defined.
In addition, we provide standard benchmarking results on the GoPro [23]
and X4K1000FPS [32] datasets, and unified evaluation protocols on GoPro. We
hope this facilitates future VFI research.
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